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Abstract 

Privacy-preserving publishing of micro data which contains sensitive information is a challenging job. Anonymization techniques 
are used to achieve this. The existing anonymization techniques such as l-diversity, k-anonymity, generalization and 
bucketization have achieved privacy-preserving publishing of micro data. However, these techniques either cause losing data or 
problem of membership disclosure. Recently Tiancheng Li et al. proposed a technique known as slicing which preserves better 
data utility and can handle high-dimensional data. It can be used to prevent attribute disclosure. In this paper we implement the 
slicing approach and built a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of concept. The empirical results revealed that the 
prototype can be used for privacy-preserving data publishing.  
 
 

Index Terms – Data mining, anonymization, privacy-preserving publishing, and data security 

 

1. Introduction 

Micro data are the data which contains records containing information about individuals, organizations and 
other details. Publishing such data into public domain can disclose membership information. For this reason it is 
essential for privacy-preserving data publishing which has been an important research topic of late. Many micro data 
anonymization techniques came into existence. Some of the popular once include Diversity [1], bucketization [2], 
[3], [4], k-anonymity [5] and generalization [6], [5], and Slicing [7]. In all the approaches the attributes to dataset are 
classified into three types. Some attributes can uniquely identify records which are very sensitive in nature. 
Examples for such attributes include social security number, employee id and so on. Some attributes are known as 
Quasi Identifiers (QI) which are not sensitive but they can be used to establish sensitive information. The QIs might 
be known to adversaries already through other published data. Examples for QIs include date of birth, gender, zip 
code etc. The third category of attributes can’t identify records but they are sensitive in nature. They can disclose 
potential information of individuals and cause privacy problems when disclosed. Attribute disclosure protection is 
the important research area and the main focus of this paper too. The examples for third category (sensitive 
attributes) include salary of an employee, disease of a patient and so on. In anonymization techniques such as 
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bucketization and generalization, identifiers are removed from data and the data is partitioned in the first phase. In 
the second phase they differ. The generalization converts QIs into less specific but meaningful values. On the other 
hand in bucketization there is clear separation of SAs and QIs though random permutations made on SA values. The 
anonymization techniques thus prevent membership disclosure.  
 

Experiments on generalization [8], [9] revealed that, in case of high dimensional data, it loses some 
information when data is anonymized. The reasons for this are curse of dimensionality, uniform distribution 
assumption problem, loss of correlations between attributes. When compared to generalization the bucketization [3], 
[4] has better data utility. However, it has many drawbacks including membership disclosure problem, need for 
separation between SAs and QIs which is not easy in datasets; attribute correlation is lost.  
 

Tiancheng Li et al. [7] introduced a new data anonymization technique known as slicing. It improves the 
anonymization process to achieve privacy-preserving data publishing. In order to achieve this, the slicing technique 
divides the given data horizontally and vertically. By grouping attributes vertical partitioning is done which is based 
on the possible correlations found across the attributes. The related attributes are grouped into columns thus each 
column can have a set of attributes. In the same fashion, by grouping tuples, horizontal partitioning is done. The 
values in each bucket are permutated randomly which will not allow membership disclosure. Breaking association 
across the columns is the main focus of slicing technique. This can reduce dimensionality and improve the data 
utility. As it can group highly related attributes it can preserve correlations and at the same time achieve privacy – 
preserving data publishing.  
 

In this paper we implement slicing practically by developing a custom Java simulator, which demonstrates 
the proof of concept. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews literature. Section 3 
provides details of the slicing technique briefly. Section IV presents prototype implementation details. Section V 
provides experimental results while section VI concludes the paper.  
 

2. Related Work 

In the literature two popular anonymization techniques are found. They are bucketization and 
generalization. Generalization [6], [5], [10] replaces a value present under an attribute with less-specific value but it 
is meaningful semantically. For achieving generalization there exist three types of encoding methods. They are local 
recording, global recording and regional recording. In case of global recording [11] many values are replaced by a 
single value. Local recording [12] allows various occurrences of a value to be generalized with different value. The 
regional recording [13] allows partitioning of domain space many regions. Generalization has the following 
drawbacks. It fails to handle high-dimensional data. This is known as curse of dimensionality [8]. Too much 
information loss is involved in generalization [2].  
 

Generalization [2], [3] is another anonymizing technique which converts the records into buckets and then 
separates SAs and QIs. Then permutations make the data to get anonymized. This technique is useful for high-
dimensional data [14]. It has the drawbacks such as assumption of separation of SAs from QIs, membership 
disclosure problem. In [7] the most recent anonymizing technique known as slicing is proposed. Slicing is different 
from generalization and bucketization. It does both horizontal and vertical partitioning of data. It preserves 
correlations among the attributes and also achieves better anonymization and data utility. Horizontal partitioning it is 
possible to preserve correlations among attributes. There are other recent anonymization techniques such as k-
anonymity [15] proposed by Terrovitis et al. This model needs the published data to have with k-transactions 
containing same set of items. This will prevent the adversaries to know the exact information from the published 
data. However, it suffers from many drawbacks. It fails in preventing adversary to learn additional information from 
data; an absence of an item may give some information to adversary; it is not easy to set n value. In [16] k-
anonymity is used with local recording. Xe et al. [17] combined both approaches such as l-diversity and k-
anonymity. However, this approach also assumes clear separation of QIs and SAs. Differential privacy [18], [19] is 
another technique available. Of late it has attracted researchers more. It is more into answering pertaining to 
statistical data rather than privacy – preserving data publishing. As specified earlier in [7] a new approach came into 
existence which is known as slicing.  
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3. Slicing 

As discussed in the introduction the slicking technique proposed in [7] is a technique which overcomes the 
drawbacks of generalization and bucketization techniques. The slicing technique partitions data both horizontally 
and vertically. In the process it preserves attribute correlations and also while ensuring better data utility when 
compared with generalization and bucketization techniques. More details on the technique can be found in [7] while 
this paper focuses on its implementation. The input and output datasets of slicing technique for illustrative purpose 
are presented in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1 – Illustrates input and output pertaining to slicing technique (excerpts from [7]) 

 
As can be seen in fig. 1 (a) the input dataset is shown with attributes like age, sex, zipcode and disease. The 

output table is shown in fig. 1 (b) where the horizontal and vertical partitioning of slicing technique is found with 
better data utility and permutations that can preserve attribute correlations besides ensuring that the attribute 
disclosure is protected.  
 

4. Prototype Implementation 

The environment used for building prototype application which is nothing but a custom simulator in Java 
which demonstrates the proof of concept of slicing include Java programming language, Net Beans as IDE 
(Integrated Development Environment) and a PC with 4GB RAM, core 2 dual processor running Windows XP 
operating system. The prototype is a web based application. The algorithms used can be found in [7]. The main 
interface of the application is as shown in fig. 2.  
 

 
Fig. 2 – The main UI of the application. 
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As can be seen in fig. 2, the main application UI facilitates end users to view original data which is not 
anonymized; view generalized data subjected to generalization technique; view bucketized data which has been 
subjected to bucketization; view data which is subjected to multiset-based generalization; and then perform one-
attribute-per-column slicing; and view sliced data besides other general authentication related operations. The 
original data before anonymization is as shown below.  

 

 
Fig. 3 – Original data 

 
As can be seen in fig. 3, the original data is shown in tabular format. When generalization is applied the 

values in the columns are changed to less specific values. The result of generalization is as shown in fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4 – Illustrates generalized data 

As can be seen in fig. 4, the data transformed or generalized data is shown. The generalization helps in 
anonymization. The results of bucketization and other techniques are not presented here due to space constraints. 
Fig. 5 shows the result of slicing with a single attribute column.  

 
Fig. 5 – Results of slicing (single attribute column) 
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As can be seen in fig. 5, the result of single attribute column slicing shows semantically more meaningful data with 
highest data utility and at the same time preserves privacy of published microdata. The result of slicing algorithm 
proposed in [7] is shown in fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6 – Results of Slicing Technique 

 
As can be seen in fig. 6, the result of slicing algorithm is shows semantically more meaningful data with highest data 
utility and at the same time preserves privacy of published micro data. 
 
 
5. Results 

Several experiments are made with on generalization, bucketization and slicing techniques. All these are 
anonymzing techniques which are used for privacy – preserving data publishing. The publishing of microdata is 
made possible with these techniques. The summary of experiments made on the three techniques using the data sets 
such as OCC-7 and OCC-15 is shown in a series of graphs below.  
 

 
Fig. 7 – Learning the sensitive attribute (OCC-7 dataset) 

 
As can be seen in fig. 7, the horizontal axis represents I value while the vertical axis represents classification 
accuracy. The performance of techniques for learning sensitive attributes is given for OCC-7 dataset.  
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Fig. 8 – Learning the sensitive attribute (OCC-15 dataset) 

 
As can be seen in fig. 8, the horizontal axis represents I value while the vertical axis represents 

classification accuracy. The performance of techniques for learning sensitive attributes is given for OCC-15 dataset.  
 

 
Fig. 10 – Computational Efficiency (Cardinality) 

 

As can be seen in fig. 10, the horizontal axis represents cardinality while the vertical axis represents 
classification accuracy. The performance of learning of QI attribute of various techniques is presented.  
 
 

 
Fig. 10 – Computational Efficiency (Dimensionality) 

As can be seen in fig. 10, the horizontal axis represents dimensionality while the vertical axis represents 
computational efficiency. The computational efficiency of learning of QI attribute of various techniques is 
presented.  
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6. Discussions and Future Work 

This paper presents a new approach called slicing to privacy preserving microdata publishing. Slicing 
overcomes the limitations of generalization and bucketization and preserves better utility while protecting against 
privacy threats. We illustrate how to use slicing to prevent attribute disclosure and membership disclosure. Our 
experiments show that slicing preserves better data utility than generalization and is more effective than 
bucketization in workloads involving the sensitive attribute. The general methodology proposed by this work is that: 
before anonymizing the data, one can analyze the data characteristics and use these characteristics in data 
anonymization. 
 

The rationale is that one can design better data anonymization techniques when we know the data better. In 
[20], [21], we show that attribute correlations can be used for privacy attacks. This work motivates several directions 
for future research. First, in this paper, we consider slicing where each attribute is in exactly one column. An 
extension is the notion of overlapping slicing, which duplicates an attribute in more than one column. These releases 
more attribute correlations. For example, in Table 1f, one could choose to include the Disease attribute also in the 
first column. That is, the two columns are fAge; Sex; Disease and fZipcode; Disease. This could provide better data 
utility, but the privacy implications need to be carefully studied and understood. It is interesting to study the trade-
off between privacy and utility [22]. Second, we plan to study membership disclosure protection in more details. 
Our experiments show that random grouping is not very effective. We plan to design more effective tuple grouping 
algorithms. 
 

Third, slicing is a promising technique for handling high-dimensional data. By partitioning attributes into 
columns, we protect privacy by breaking the association of uncorrelated attributes and preserve data utility by 
preserving the association between highly correlated attributes. For example, slicing can be used for anonymizing 
transaction databases, which has been studied recently in [16], [18], [17]. Finally, while a number of anonymization 
techniques have been designed, it remains an open problem on how to use the anonymized data. In our experiments, 
we randomly generate the associations between column values of a bucket. This may lose data utility. Another 
direction is to design data mining tasks using the anonymized data [23] computed by various anonymization 
techniques. 
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